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Charger SkyRC D260

New generation charger with voice function
SkyRC  D250  is  a  two-channel  charger  with  two  independent  circuits,  thanks  to  which  you  can  charge  two  types  of  batteries
simultaneously. The charger has a synchronization mode in which the user can apply the same settings for both circuits, saving time on
unnecessary configuration. A complete novelty used in the D250 charger are voice messages. The messages inform about the current
mode of operation, activation of the charger protection and the next steps during configuration. The messages are available in English.
The  charger  can  be  used  as  a  lithium  battery  meter  and  a  resistance  meter.  There  is  also  an  automatic  current,  temperature  and
processing time limit, which makes the charger extremely safe.
 
Power supply for DC devices
The D200 charger converts DC to AC and is capable of powering DC devices up to 150 W. The charger converts 100-240V from the mains
socket to 13.8V DC. The kit includes a SkyRC power distributor, which has 3 DC inputs and 2 USB ports to charge your smartphone or
tablet.
 
Two charging ports
SkyRC  D250  is  an  extremely  intelligent  charger  that  allows  you  to  charge  two  different  batteries  simultaneously.  The  device  also
supports power distribution in AC mode, which allows you to distribute power to both circuits according to your needs. Total power for
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both channels and DC power is 250 W. 
 
Cooling and compatibility
The D250 charger is an extremely versatile charger that is able to charge all available battery modes including the latest LiHV batteries.
The device also has built-in cooling, so I work at full power without heating up.
 
Included 
Specification 
Charger D250Power CableCharging cables Power Distributor
Weight  1293  gAC  input  voltage  100-240  V  /DC  11-18  VMax.  charging  power  DC  150  W /  AC  2  x  120  WMax.  discharge  power  2  x  10
WCharging  current  range  2x  0.1-10  A  Discharge  current  range  0.1-2  ABattery  voltage  PB  2-20  VBalancer  current  max.  300
mA/cellLiPo/LiFe/Lilon/LiHV number of cells charged 1-6 SNiMH/NiCd number of cells charged 1-15 S

Price:

€ 105.01

RC models, Charging, Chargers, 230V + 12V
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